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Abstract 
From the first water-ink cartoon Baby Tadpoles Look for Their Mother 
to the first 3D animation Summer, China's traditional style of water- ink 
cartoon has successfully transformed from two-dimension to three- 
dimension。As one of the three main drawing styles of China, water-ink 
painting has a profound aesthetic ideology and aesthetic style, which 
plays an important role in the long China's painting history. How to seek 
out the conventional elements in water-ink cartoon and to form a unique 
style of Chinese three-dimensional animation with introducing 
traditional Chinese water-ink painting into 3D animation production are 
not only the keys of developing the cartoon business in China but also 
the essential motive force to maintain the splendor of the School of 
Chinese Animation. Meanwhile, how to illustrate "drawing should follow 
the time" from the perspective of creation and inheritance , through the 
study of three dimensionization of water- ink painting even Chinese 
traditional painting, to luster the old landscape painting, are quite 
important both in science and art, which makes me to establish the research 
of this dissertation. 
It is the best way to research the forms of art by understanding thd 
deep meaning of the art language. So the best way to study 3D animations 
is to learn the visual art language of them. It is the first time that 
the methodology of the features of three-dimensional animation visual art 
language of Chinese water-ink landscape painting has been systematically 
summarized. Through the production process of 3D animation The Dwelling 
in Fuchun Mountain, the screen elements, shooting language and editing 
language of 3D animation are described to show the art characters of the 
















lighting, the way to fulfill the skills of landscape painting in screen 
elements of 3D animation is illustrated. The disertation also analysis 
the relationship between picture composition of skills of landscape 
painting and modeling language, solving the difficulty on performancing 
the deep space of water-ink in traditional ink animations with the primary 
and secondary principle, the virtualness and reality principle, the 
density principle and scatter transmission to. Through comparing the 
connections and differences in medium shot, close shot and long shot 
between field of view and water-ink landscape painting, the treatment of 
depth of field and the virtualness and reality situation of landscape 
painting, we are able to deal with relationship between the rhythm of the 
shoots and the the layout of traditional ink painting. It is hoped that 
it has some positive effects on promoting the skills of landscape painting 
and prosperity of 3D water-ink animation in China. 
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第一章  绪论 
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熟的理论基础，在现代科学技术特别是计算机制图软件如 Maya 、3dsmax 的帮助
下开始本课题的研究。 
1.2  主要研究背景 
水 墨 山 水 画 的 三 维 数 字 化 研 究 属 于 非 真 实 感 渲 染 即
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立体空间与水墨意境空间相融合的解决方案。 
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第二章  水墨山水画与三维动画概述 















































点，如图 2.1、2.2 所示。 
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